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MECHANICS and MATERIALS CHALLENGES IN ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

ABSTRACT

Electronic packaging has typically been defined as providing an enabling function and a space transformer between the IC feature sizes and the board & system level interconnects and has grown to become a ubiquitous part of the overall electronic assembly. However, in certain market segments, such as flash memories, the package has evolved to become a key product differentiator and performance enabler. The scope of electronic packaging is very broad across multiple application areas such as CPU’s and Chipsets for the desktop, mobile and server segments, hand-held and wireless devices, telecom components & network processors, and memory devices; with each segment potentially having its unique set of demands and constraints such as the form factor, function, cost, reliability requirements, thermal and electrical performance.

To ensure that right technical and cost-effective solutions are defined, developed and deployed across the different market segments, electronic packaging provides significant research and development challenges and opportunities across multiple disciplines including materials, mechanics, reliability, thermals, high speed interconnects, power delivery and manufacturing.

This presentation will first provide an overview of current and future package technologies and associated demands in the different market segments, followed by a focus on current metrology challenges in the areas of mechanical model validation and material strength and property characterization.
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